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Abstract 
Contemporary theories of our Universe, such as the Friedmann-Lemaître- 
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) model of the cosmos, assume that time marches 
on at a uniform, constant pace from its very beginning. But what if that is not 
the case? It is proposed that our Universe is not a “Big Bang”, but rather a 
“Big Rollout” in space and time, spacetime, from the shortest meaningful 
length, Planck Length, and the shortest meaningful measure of time, Planck 
Time. It is speculated that time and dimensions, spacetime, grow in concert 
very rapidly at first. The fundamental equation, which relates the change in 
the space dimensions to the change in the speed of time at the beginning of 
time for the new Theory, is derived. Spacetime rolls out initially at light 
speed. As time increases, the rate of change of the speed of time could be er-
ratic, that is although in general, it slows (rate of time slows approaching zero 
at the end of time), its rate of change could decelerate, pause or perhaps acce-
lerate for a while, no need however, for dark matter or dark energy. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper a Theory of our Universe is presented in an unusual manner since 
this new theory is best understood by pictures rather than by a large number of 
equations. First of all, it is important to understand the concept of time that is 
employed in the theory. Not only is time taken to be a dimension of spacetime, 
but it has a literal meaning as measured by looking at a stopwatch or a wrist-
watch—a “measuring device” that can appear, like some clocks, to run too fast 
or too slow. In fact, time is considered in this approach to be similar to the 
frame-rate of a movie. One can photograph a movie with the frame rate going 
fast, regular rate or at a slow frame rate. As an example, consider a movie taken 
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in the past of a weight-lifting contest, for example taken billions of years ago. In 
every section or sequence in the movie the contestants move the weights in ac-
cordance with the laws of Physics, yet when the film is viewed from a film taken 
from a variable-frame-rate camera, the athlete’s movements do not always match 
the reality that the movie viewer expects to see! Secondly, if we observed a varia-
ble-rate camera movie taken in the past of a Physics Laboratory, then we might 
view an experiment to measure the acceleration of gravity appear to obtain in-
correct results and likewise an experiment to measure the speed of light could 
yield inconsistent values. Of course when all the experiments are photographed 
by a camera run at the usual frame rate, they yield the expected usual results. We 
could take a variable-frame-rate movie of a more sophisticated laboratory that 
measures general-relativity effects including those associated with “World Lines”, 
“Proper Time,” etc. Every film clip sequence or even individual frame sequences 
could be different: first a fast frame rate, then a slow frame rate, then a fast frame 
rate, then a usual frame rate at today’s frame rate or camera speed. But the cor-
rect measurements made at the usual frame rate would disclose that in every film 
sequence the laboratories operated under the exactly same, laws of Physics, even 
if those laws involved Schrodinger’s equation, special and general relativity! 

The Theory discussed herein, involves a fictitious movie audience, consisting 
of astronomers viewing extremely old motion pictures, taken perhaps billions of 
years ago. They are imagined to be viewing a “movie” taken in the past by a 
variable-frame-rate movie camera! As will be discussed, we associate the frame 
rate of the fictitious “old movie camera of the past” with the rate or speed of 
time, for example frames (or seconds) per second and the time itself we associate 
with the length of the movie film strip that has passed though the camera. Im-
agine such film strip, after exposure spilling out from a broken, open camera 
case out on to a table. As the spent film slips along the table top from the broken 
camera, picturing past scenes, it would be like time moving out along the 
time-axis of spacetime. We don’t mean to overemphasize this point, but it is 
critical to understanding the concept! A fast or slow speed of time is not really a 
new idea, as will be shown, but the idea of a variable speed of time has never be-
fore been put into the context of cosmology and a theory of our Universe. More 
importantly, a fundamental equation governing its operation at the beginng of 
Our Universe has never previously been derived. By the way, as the fictitious, 
ancient camera’s battery approaches zero charge the movie camera approaches 
its end of usefulness that is the fate of our Universe! 

2. A Theory of Our Universe Is the “Big Rollout” 

Our Universe does not start out as a “Big Bang” but rather as a “Big Rollout” in 
space and time, spacetime from the shortest length, Planck Length, (the smallest 
measure of length because shorter than it, quantum effects dominate and it be-
comes meaningless to consider exact values of measurements) and the shortest 
meaningful measure of time, Planck Time (defined as the time it would take a 
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photon travelling at the speed of light to cross a distance equal to the Planck 
Length). Please see Figure 1. It is speculated that space and time, spacetime, di-
mensions grow in concert very rapidly at first (actually spacetime rolling out at 
light speed) and, in particular, that the time dimension also grows very rapidly at 
first. However, as a working hypothesis the speed or rate of change of time ap-
pears to vary, according to [1]. Our Universe is similar to a malfunctioning 
wristwatch that is slowing down with age. As time increases, the apparent rate of 
its change could be erratic, that is although in general the rate of time slows ap-
proaching zero at the end of time, time’s rate of change could possibly decele-
rate, pause or perhaps accelerate for a while since there is no apriori reason for 
constancy. As will be demonstrated, the speed of light will actually be constant in 
all time frames of reference since space and time rollout in concert.  

The Rollout Theory is simpler than some portions of the theory for the Big 
Bang: such as “...that the nascent Universe passed through a phase of exponen-
tial expansion soon after the Big Bang, driven by a positive vacuum energy den-
sity [2].” Whereas the proposed Theory depends upon the well understood fast 
and slow running clocks, therefore by Occam’s razor the Rollout Theory is pre-
ferable. Since the rotational rate of galaxies (leading to the concept of dark mat-
ter) and the variation of the Hubble constant (leading to the concept of dark 
energy) might well be dependent on the speed of time, their existence might be 
determined by the speed of time and might, in fact, be utilized to measure the 
speed of time. Note that if a clock (time) moves fast at a time in the Past, then 
the seconds, minutes, hours, days and years back then appear much shorter to 
an observer measuring them using today's time! So that processes would appear 
to move very rapidly in the early universe and only readily observable by detec-
tors of high-frequency gravitational waves such as the Li-Baker [3] [4] [5].  

Galaxies APPEAR to rotate faster in the past if time was moving faster back 
then (Figure 2). Astronomers have attributed this to a lot more mass or matter 
in them that holds them together so they can rotate fast and not pull apart. They 
call it “Dark Matter”. 
 

 
Figure 1. Theories of our Universe. 
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Figure 2. The speed of time slows and space grows in concert from the early universe to 
today’s time. 

3. Dark Matter and Dark Energy 

Although dark matter and dark energy can be, in principle, predictedin the 
framework of extended gravity, Mars, Senovilla and Vera [6] of the University of 
the Basque Country, Spain, theorized that the expansion of our Universe is an 
“illusion” and actually is the result of the higher speed of time during the period 
when the light left the stellar structures in the past: “… we are fooled into think-
ing that the expansion of the Universe is accelerating because time itself is slow-
ing down”. So that according to J. Senovilla [7] the speed of time may be related 
to the “illusions” of dark matter and dark energy estimates. He suggests that the 
reason that we have not been able to detect dark matter may just be that it does 
not exist! 

Those specializing in the dynamics of galaxies should analyze their motion 
billions of years ago as resulting from the change in the speed of time (NOT re-
sulting from dark matter). A tool for such an analysis could be differential cor-
rection using the change in the speed of time as the parameter or local constant. 
One could adjust that parameter, the speed of time, by differential correction to 
match the observed motion of portions of a galaxy. 

A notional graph of the change-of-speed-of-time variation with today’s time 
dimension is exhibited in Figure 3. Notice the hypothetical different irregulari-
ties and slopes (tangents) especially between 1 and 1020 seconds after the “BIG 
ROLLOUT” or the “start” time zero or Planck Time. As theorized in Figure 3, 
the most dramatic manifestation of the new Theory will manifest itself for ap-
parent times less than a picosecond after time zero.  

The relationship between the change in the speed of time and the change in 
the space dimensions is important since they rollout in concert in order to pre-
serve the constancy of the speed of light in any given time frame. As we look 
back through our telescopes and view different earlier times (time frames), the 
rate of time decreases and dimensions grow in inverse proportion as time moves 
forward. When the rate of time appears greater in the past, the dimensions ap-
pear smaller moving towards today’s values. If we were able to view a stopwatch  
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Figure 3. Notional graph of the change-of-speed-of-time variation with today’s time di-
mension. The graph is conceptual only, it is drawn intentionally in low definition since it 
is NOT for numerical work. (From Figure 3 of [8]). 
 
of a “4-minute miler” in the past, when the rate of time actually was greater, we 
would see its hand moving faster and we see the track is shorter as in Figure 4. If 
we lived back then, we would see a regular stopwatch moving at a regular rate 
and the ordinary one mile long track! Of course such is the case when we asso-
ciate the frame rate of the hypothetical movie camera discussed in the Introduc-
tion with the rate or speed of time.  

Assuming in this fictitious example that the elapsed time between observa-
tions made today (defined as time B) and the observed mile-run event (defined 
as time A) was 5 billion years or 5 × 109 years and the difference in the observed 
or apparent time of the event (start to finish time difference of the mile run) at 
time A was apparently (1/60th) × (4 minutes) = 4 seconds or 4 × 1012 ps and the 
actual time of the event at time B was 60 times longer or 2.4 × 1014 ps, then the 
fictitious speed of time would be: 

Speed of time (at time A) = (observed or apparent duration of the event 
or activity at time A minus the actual duration of the event or activity at 
time B in ps)/(elapsed time A to time B in years) 

( ) ( )12 14 94 10 ps 2.4 10 5 10 years= × − × ×                              (1) 

= −47,200 ps per year or −4.7 × 10−8 seconds per year. For comparison (page 
63 of [8]), using the actual considered not fictitious and a working hypothesis 
Muon decay time difference (start to finish decay time difference of two consec-
utive Muon decays) that is 2,196,980.3 ps − 2,197,013.0 ps = −33 ps between 
2007.0 and 2009.5 or 2.5 years elapsed time, then the speed of time was −13 ps 
per year in 2009.5. There is a big difference here: Muon decay time does NOT 
involve any space dimensions ONLY TIME! As will be discussed if somehow the  
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Figure 4. As a fictitious example of that fast-moving miniature world, consider a 
4-minute miler and the apparent decrease in the space dimension during a time interval 
in which time (the stopwatch) is apparently moving faster. 
 
events in 2007 were viewed from 2009.5, then the scene would show a slightly 
fast moving stopwatch measuring a slightly fast moving runner and a slightly 
shorter mile track. Measurements of the Muon decay time there would not in-
volve the shrinking of any dimension and might show a slightly longer Muon 
decay time (more movement of the stopwatch hand during the decay process). 
In any event, the fictitious example of −47,200 ps per year ps per year for a 
4-minute miler as viewed 5 billion years ago, the −13 ps per year for Muon decay 
more recently determined and the notional Figure 3 seem reasonable. That is, 
the speed of time variation shown conceptually in Figure 3, is much faster in the 
past (hypothetical −47,200 ps per year) than at the more recent time (−13 ps per 
year) as exhibited on the curve on this very hypothetical plot. The speed of time 
would appear to be slowing down. 

In order to have the speed of light the same in all time frames of reference, as 
underlies the theory of special relativity, dimensions (such as the mile _____) 
must be shorter if the speed of time is faster, as in Figure 5.  

At the beginning of our Universe the (change in the space dimensions) di-
vided by the (change in the speed of time) equals (zero to the Planck Length 
during Planck Time)/(zero to Planck Time during Planck Time), which by the 
definition of Planck Time, equals the (speed of light). It is speculated that this 
Fundamental Equation (2) is correct at the beginning of our Universe: 

(change in the space dimensions) 
= (speed of light) × (change in the speed of time)         (2) 

Equation (2) can be rearranged as: 
(change in the space dimensions)/(change in the speed of time) 
= (speed of light)                                           (3) 

Applying Equation (3) to the beginning of our Universe is interpreted as 
meaning that initially spacetime moves out at the speed of light. Also of great 
importance is that this fundamental Equation (2) shows that the speed of time 
and the space dimensions move out in concert. As our Universe progresses, the 
change in a space dimension is inversely proportional to the speed of time  
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Figure 5. The speed of light is the same in all frames of reference. 

 
change according to an extension of the fundamental Equation (2) to all times. 
As we look back in time the space dimensions are smaller while the speed of 
time is greater as shown in the left-hand side of Figure 2, that is, the little galaxy 
is smaller and the clock runs faster. In the fictitious example of the 4-minute mi-
ler viewed five billion years ago, having a 60 minute per minute increased speed 
of time. We utilize the nomenclature of Equation (1), but the event or activity 
is considered to be a stopwatch. At time A (five billion years ago) we view a 
60-second stopwatch (that is, the hand completes a complete circle in 60 
seconds). We see it move the 60 seconds (we defined this as time A) whereas our 
stopwatch here and now moves only one second (we defined this as time B). So 
time B divided by time A is the 60 second per second speed of time indicated in 
Figure 4. The apparent length of the “little” mile is time A divided by time B 
(1/60th) of a mile as viewed today looking at the 5-billion-year-old scene! A 
6-foot tall runner would appear to be (time A/time B) × 6 ft = 6/60 = 1/10th of a 
foot tall. His 2-foot wide shoulders 2/60 = 1/30th of a foot wide, his track shoes 
likewise shorter. So all three space dimensions are reduced proportionately as 
the time speed increases. Next let us consider the Muon decay time example. 
From [8] we find that at time A (2009.5) it required 2,196,980.3 ps for the activi-
ty of Muon decay to take place, whereas at time B (2007) it required 2,197,013 ps 
(remember we are looking backwards at past times). Therefore time B/time A = 
1.000,015, which shows the slightly higher speed of time in 2007. That is, the 
hand of the stopwatch at time B (2007), which measures the duration of Muon 
decay at time B, had moved slightly further than the hand of stopwatch at time 
A (2009.5). With regard to dimensions, a 72-inch person at time B (2007) 
would apparently measure 0.999985 × 72 inches = 71.998892 inches as viewed 
in 2009.5. Of course it is totally impossible to view 2007 from 2009.5—there is 
no time machine. Remember, also, that at both time A and time B the person 
would measure exactly 72 inches tall as usual—not a billionth of an inch diffe-
rently! 

During observations of our Universe: distant galaxies fly away from us faster 
than closer galaxies, and the Hubble constant tells us how fast that is. This might 
be directly related to the change in the speed of time. As time increases, the rate 

The speedy photon’s speed, c = 186,282.397 miles per second and is 
the same in all frames of reference , which is the hypothèsis
undrlying Einstein's special theory of relativity

Smaller second offset by smaller “standard” mile! After 
time “zero” or Planck time, the speed of time slows 
and the space dimension grows from the infinitesimal 
Planck length to today’s. Both changes (slow/grow) in 
the same proportion to insure the constancy of the 
photon's speed of light!
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of its change could be erratic as shown in Figure 3, that is although in general it 
slows (rate of time slows approaching zero at the end of time), its rate of change, 
time frame to time frame, could decelerate, pause or perhaps accelerate (speed of 
time increasing) for a while since there is no apriori reason for constancy. This is 
similar to the movie camera’s variable frame rate discussed in the Introduction. 

At the beginning of our Universe the “change in the space dimension” of Eq-
uations (2) and (3) does not imply that one can measure a dimension or time 
intervals during the initial Planck-Time “interval” because conventional physical 
laws no longer apply and Euclidian Geometry is completely distorted. It simply 
means that it represents the dimensional change from a “time zero” epoch to 
Planck Time at which point physical laws begin to have meaning. 

We look back in time several billion years—in actuality, as pointed out in the 
Introduction, we do this when telescopes look at stars billions of light-years 
away! We may see a galaxy via 5 billion-year-old photons: It appears to be rotat-
ing faster and a little less spread out than expected. Next we look at an Olympics 
Games Coliseum on a duplicate Earth (we are pretending here—a thought expe-
riment or Gedanken experiment as shown in Figure 6). 

There we see a little track with little runners going around—Wow! They 
make 4 circuits (a mile) in a few seconds by my wristwatch! Everything a little 
faster and a little smaller or less spread out like the galaxy! Now I look at the 
weight-lifting pavilion; similar to the fictitious filming in the Introduction. 
There are little weight lifters also moving quickly and pushing up little bar bells. 
Just like the discussion in the Introduction, the laws of physics appear to be as 
usual to them—a fast-moving miniature World with objects getting closer to-
gether—density of our Universe increasing as we go further back in time! But 
densities of the barbells and their gravitational fields and obedience to Schro-
dinger’s equation, the laws of general relativity (e.g., including proper time) are 
unchanged! The scenes will have a reddish hue due to the Doppler Effect. 

The influence of the Doppler Effect is interesting. Please consider a classical 
explanation of the Effect: While sitting in a train station you hear a high-pitch 
sound of an approaching train whistle. As sound waves essentially pile up after 
leaving the approaching train, whistle and wavelengths shorten, the whistle fre-
quency apparently increases. As the train leaves the station, the sound waves get 
longer and longer and their frequency decreases. However, this change in the 
“signal” or whistle frequency has nothing whatsoever to do with the mechanism  
 

 
Figure 6. A fast moving miniature “World”. 
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of the whistle! Therefore the Doppler Effect has nothing whatsoever to do with 
the “mechanism” of the scene portrayed by the time frame. This same concept 
applies to gravitational time dilation as photons from a Scene or “frame” pass 
through gravitational fields on their way to your eyeball.  

Figure 7 exhibits graphically the Rollout Theory with the speculated decrease 
in the rate or speed of time and its extremely short “years” in the early universe. 
Years then seem like seconds or microseconds (or even shorter, extremely close 
to the beginning of our Universe) as viewed today!  

New mysteries: How does the speed of time vary with time itself and is there a 
detailed structure to that change? Does the speed of time change depend upon 
location and “surroundings” in our Universe (e.g., is it unique to the Earth or 
our Galaxy, or to change with the density of local matter, etc.) and if so what is 
the relationship? What is the actual theory for the change of the speed of time, 
that is, what is its cause? [8]. 

Is there a perfect clock or some kind of “absolute time”? The answer is 
“no.” As Gyorgy Buzsaki and Rodolfo Llinas [9] in their article on “Space and 
time in the brain,” state “… neither clocks nor brains make time per se.” As was 
discussed in [8], Muon decay might have its own kind of “time” so one might 
consider Muon decay time, itself as some kind of a clock—e.g., an alarm clock. 
The problem is you cannot “read” it. If you ask a chef “When will the bread be-
ing baked be ready?” She might reply “I don’t know exactly.” I would ask then, 
“How do you know when it is finished and take it out of the oven?” the chef 
might reply “I stick a toothpick in it and if some dough no longer sticks to it, 
then its cooking process is over, but I do not know exactly when that will hap-
pen. I cannot read it like a clock you know!” In the context of the light cones de-
scribed in Chapter 2 of [10] concerning the “arrow of time” or Entropy, there is 
the impossibility of distributing “polling-place clocks,” which have exactly “pol-
ling-place” or absolute time, due to the special and general relativity effects as 
they are transported to various locations. Even if we attempt to set them by a ra-
dio signal, since we have imperfect knowledge of the speed of light (and no exact 
location because of Heisenberg’s position uncertainty), it is impossible to ac-
complish the setting exactly. Time is really relative! 
 

 
Figure 7. The growth of our Universe in local “years” that can appear today to be very 
short. 
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A more important question is what is the reference frame for time and its rate 
of change? Let us suppose that you are on a boat and someone asks: “Where are 
we and how fast are we are going?” Also suppose you do not have GPS so you 
say: “I can only tell you where we are how fast we are going relative to some-
thing!” So you see a leaf nearby and say: “… well with my stop watch and yard 
stick I can measure that leafs’ motion as we go by it and tell you my speed rela-
tive to it—of course, the leaf’s actual location on our planet, and our planet’s ac-
tual location in our Universe is unknown to me. Also the leaf may have its own 
speed relative to the water—but that is the best estimate that I have!” Therefore 
the only reference for time and the rate of time that we have is the clock on the 
wall and since, as I just suggested, there is no absolute time, so the clock on the 
wall “… is the best estimate that I have!” This dialog is similar to the answer you 
make when someone asks: “How is your wife?” The answer of course, is: “Com-
pared to what?” 

4. Conclusion 

The fundamental equation, which when extended inversely relates the growth of 
the space dimensions to the slowdown of the speed of time at the beginning of 
Our Universe, is the key to the Theory of Our Universe or Rollout Theory. The 
Hubble “constant” measurements may provide a means to validate this Theory 
since this Hubble “constant” we believe to be essentially the separation speed of 
cosmic objects due to the speed of time and growth of dimensions. The Cosmic 
Microwave Background (CMB) occurred about 400,000 years (in length of to-
day’s apparent, observed years) after the beginning of our Universe, so that we 
would see separation motion of the cosmos commensurate with the speed of 
time then. Specifically, 6.75 ± 0.05 × 104 m/s per Mpc [11]. Several billion years 
(again today’s years and seconds) after the beginning of our Universe it was 
measured as 7.4 ± 1.5 × 104 m/s per Mpc [12]. No “Dark Energy” need be as-
sumed. The average of these two measurements is 7.07 × 104 m/s per Mpc. As 
Viktor Toth [13] points out this average “…can be expressed in terms of inverse 
seconds, since a megaparsec is just about 30.9 million trillion kilometers; substi-
tute and let the length units cancel, take the inverse, and you find that the Hub-
ble parameter is the reciprocal of about 4.4 × 1017 seconds (~13.8 billion, appar-
ent, years, about the age of our Universe)… Now this is exactly the way it should 
be in the absence of gravitation, in a universe expanding at a constant 
rate. …which means that in the past, the universe would have expanded 
er …” If our interpretation of Troth’s analyses is correct, then it may possibly 
serve to support the Rollout Theory. Analyses of Muon decay time [8] may also 
serve as a partial proof of the Rollout concept. In this case there is a working 
hypothesis that Muon decay time “…can be represented as clocks…” indepen-
dent from those of our Universe. Roughly the Muon decay time’s measurements, 
which should be a constant, decreased from 1946 to 2017 from very roughly 
2,330,000, ps to very roughly 2,110,000 ps. However, from 2007.0 to 2009.5 (the 
time A and time B discussed in the foregoing section) the more precise Muon 
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decay time measurements exhibit a more accurate decrease in apparent Muon 
decay time change. If Muon decay time, like the fictitious 4-minute miler, is a 
“standard” marker for our Universe’s time, then their time change represents the 
speed of time slowdown in our Universe “…of very approximately −13 ps per 
year” [8] from time A to time B. Also the plot of Figure 3 should be accurately 
developed (no longer simply an inaccurate, notional, conceptual plot) by the 
continued collection of Muon-decay time observations. Such data would be 
added to the Table on p. 62 of [8] in order to improve the accuracy and extent of 
the speed of time estimate. Those specializing in the dynamics of galaxies should 
analyze their motion billions of years ago as resulting from the change in the 
speed of time (NOT resulting from dark matter). A tool for such an analysis 
could be differential correction (Sections 1.4.2, 5.7.2, 6.7.2 of [14]) using the 
change in the speed of time as the parameter or local constant. One could adjust 
that parameter by differential correction to match the observed motion of por-
tions of a galaxy. However, the absolutely final proof must await the develop-
ment of high-frequency relic gravitational wave detectors sensitive to frequen-
cies in the terahertz and higher gravitational-wave frequencies such as the 
Li-Baker [3] [4] [5]. According to Andrew W. Beckwith, Christian Corda and 
the author, such sensitivity would be important in the observation of the early 
universe at times less than a picosecond from our Universe’s beginning, when 
this Rollout Theory predicts an extremely rapid (high frequency) activity in our 
new Universe! ([15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and Chapter 10 of [10]).  
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Is it a coincidence that if the Hubble constant has an average of 70km/MP 
(67km and 73km respectively) then 13.8B LYs of space will expand exactly 
at light speed, same as its age?  

You stumbled upon one of the great unresolved questions in physical cos-
mology. 

The age of the universe is 13.8 billion years, give or take, or about 4.4×1017 
seconds. 

The Hubble parameter, which has a value of roughly 70 km/s/Mpc, can be ex-
pressed in terms of inverse seconds, since a megaparsec is just about 30.9 million 
trillion kilometers; substitute and let the length units cancel, take the inverse, 
and you find that the Hubble parameter is the reciprocal of about 4.4×1017 
seconds. 

Now this is exactly the way it should be in the absence of gravitation, in a un-
iverse expanding at a constant rate. But that is not our universe. It has gravita-
tion. Gravitation that would normally slow down the expansion over time; 
which means that in the past, the universe would have expanded faster, hence it 
would be younger. Except, of course, that we now also have dark energy, which 
has been dominating the rate of expansion for the past 5 billion years or so, and 
its effect is to accelerate the expansion. These two effects seem to cancel each 
other out almost to perfection, and we end up with this strange coincidence that 
t0 = 1/H0. 

Now I should mention that in an accelerating universe, this really only hap-
pens once in that universe’s lifetime. A few billion years ago, the universe would 
have been younger than the inverse of the Hubble parameter’s value back then. 
A few billion years from now, it will be much older. It is only in the present 
epoch in the accelerating universe that the two numbers coincide. 

Just how likely is it that we live precisely in this epoch? Not a couple of billion 
years too soon or too late for this coincidence to happen? 

No one really knows the answer. It could simply be a coincidence. Sometimes. 
©Robert M. L. Baker, Jr., June, 2020 
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